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We identified policy implications of organizational behavior and human resource management (OBHRM) research based on reviewing 4,026 articles in 10 journals (2010–2019). We found that policy implications are underutilized and not part of OBHRM’s zeitgeist because only 1.5% of articles (i.e., n = 61) included them, suggesting that OBHRM risks becoming societally irrelevant. Societal irrelevance may result in lower perceived value-added, less prestige and status compared to other fields that do offer implications for policy, and less support regarding research funding. However, we see potential for OBHRM research to make meaningful contributions to policy-making in the future because we uncovered several areas that do offer some policy implications, such as labor relations, leadership, training and development, justice and fairness, and diversity and inclusion. We offer a dual theory-policy research agenda focused on (a) designing empirical studies with policy-making goals in mind; (b) converting existing exploratory and explanatory research to prescriptive and normative research; (c) deriving policies from bodies of research rather than individual studies; and (d) creating policies based on integrating theories, fields, and levels of analysis. We hope our article will be a catalyst for the creation and implementation of research-based policies in OBHRM and other management subfields.

Policy-makers are regularly named as one of the targeted audiences of management research (Hitt, 2005). However, the majority of articles addressing policies have focused on macro management domains and theories (e.g., strategy, organization management theory, entrepreneurship) compared to the micro domains and theories of organizational behavior and human resource management (OBHRM). Accordingly, we ask the following questions: What specific OBHRM topical areas have been used to derive policy implications, and which have not? How can we use the answer to this question to (a) offer advice to policy-makers and (b) create a dual theory-policy agenda for future research in OBHRM and other management subfields focused on creating implications for policy? Clearly, not all research is expected to make contributions to policy. However, if the vast majority of OBHRM research is unable to make contributions to policy-making at all, OBHRM risks becoming societally irrelevant. In turn, societal irrelevance may result in lower perceived value-added by internal (e.g., students, non-OBHRM researchers) and external (e.g., managers) stakeholders, less prestige and status compared to other management subfields that do offer implications for policy, and less...
support from university and other decision-makers who control resources, including research funding, that are critical for the future sustainability of the field (e.g., doctoral program funding, faculty lines, curricular innovations and support).

Obviously, we are not the first to examine implications of OBHRM research. However, the focus to date has been mostly on implications specifically for practice (e.g., Bartunek & Rynes, 2010; Cascio & Aguinis, 2008), which center on how managers should act and design and implement organizational interventions. For example, Bartunek and Rynes (2010: 102) assessed implications for practice as “explicit statements that the findings suggested the value of implementing some type of activity or practice.”

As we embarked on our project, we realized that a clear and consensual definition of “policy” does not seem to exist. In fact, Colebatch, Hoppe, and Noordergraaf (2010: 12) concluded that “the term ‘policy’ conveys a sense of clarity and stability, but its exact meaning (and its implications for policy work) is not always clear.” Thus, establishing a definition of the construct policy was our initial and critical step. First, we located eight prominent existing definitions (i.e., Christensen, Andrews, Bower, Hamenesh, & Porter, 1982; Colebatch et al., 2010; Easton, 1953; Koontz & O’Donnell, 1968; Lasswell & Kaplan, 1970; Lowi, 1985; Palonen, 2003; Starbuck, 1966). Second, we identified eight definitions from dictionaries. Based on the definitions in the literature and those in the dictionaries, we extracted key attributes. From these attributes, we derived the following integrated conceptual definition of policy: Governance principles that guide courses of action and behavior in organizations and societies.

Our definition clarifies that policy implications are distinct from practice implications because policies guide practice (i.e., courses of action). In addition, we made a deliberate choice of referring to courses of action and behavior in general (e.g., individuals, groups, communities, industries). Moreover, our definition also subsumes organizational policies under a given set of conditions (e.g., absenteeism and working-from-home policies before, during, and after the COVID-19 pandemic), but also the behavior of people in broader societal contexts (e.g., equal opportunity policies, environmental and corporate social responsibility policies, anti-discrimination policies). As an example of an OBHRM-based policy, based on their empirical results Bamberger and Belogolovsky (2010: 989) offered the following:

rather than enforcing a policy of strict pay secrecy, managers might consider adopting a pay administration policy of partial openness with the broad parameters of compensation (e.g., mean bonus associated with a given level of performance or performance improvement) made more transparent.

Consistent with our definition, this policy refers to a governance principle that guides courses of action about compensation practices and behavior (i.e., increased transparency) in organizations.

**THE PRESENT STUDY**

We believe there is an untapped opportunity to leverage OBHRM research to understand its implications for the public interest. Accordingly, we conducted a critical review of all 4,026 articles published in 10 journals (January 2010–December 2019) to identify policy implications of OBHRM research. As a result of our review and analysis, we make the following contributions. First, we discovered that only 1.5% (i.e., n = 61) of the total number of articles published in 10 management journals over the last decade included any type of OBHRM-based policy implications. This finding suggests that policy implications are underutilized and are not part of OBHRM’s zeitgeist. Thus, our article contributes to the collective aspiration of the field of management and professional organizations such as the Academy of Management (AOM) to have broader societal impact. Second, 30% of the implications we derived from the 61 articles fall under just three OBHRM topical areas: labor relations, leadership, and training and development. We also discovered that nine OBHRM areas did not include any policy implications at all (i.e., conflict styles, creativity, impression management, international human resource management, negotiation, person–situation fit, planning and succession, spirituality and religion, and stress and well-being). Thus, results point to the existence of policy implications in a handful of areas and many fruitful opportunities for future policy-oriented OBHRM research in additional ones that are clearly relevant for society (e.g., stress and well-being). Third, regarding their specific substance and content, we conducted an in-depth analysis of illustrative policy implications by classifying them, for example, in terms of the policy agents (e.g., human resources function, managers), beneficiaries (e.g., organizations, employees), immediacy of implementation (i.e., immediately implementable, implementable in the near future, implementable in the future), and degree of resource intensiveness (i.e., low, medium, high). Taken together, this information offers insights about the content and nature of the policy implications, as well as who can take which
concrete actions in various contexts and settings and who would benefit from them. An important feature of the substance and content of the policies we uncovered is that they are readily implementable across different types of organizations and industries and are also useful for governments.

Next, we describe the multistage processes we implemented to select journals, articles, and extract explicit and indirect policy implications. We then describe the substance and content of the policy implications we uncovered. Finally, we offer implications for policy-makers, a dual theory–policy research agenda, and the field of management.

IDENTIFYING OBHRM-BASED POLICIES: CRITICAL LITERATURE REVIEW

We conducted a critical literature review (Paré, Trudel, Jaana, & Kitsiou, 2015) of journals that publish OBHRM research to identify implications for policy-making. We were interested in current and contemporary policies and therefore focused on articles published from January 2010 through December 2019.

We implemented the following best-practice recommendations for conducting thorough, valid, and replicable literature reviews (as detailed by Aguinis, Ramanis, & Alabduljader, 2018): Determining the scope of the review, selecting the journals, calibrating the source selection process, selecting sources, calibrating the content extraction process, and extracting the relevant content.

Review Scope and Journal and Article Selection

We focused on the following 10 journals: Academy of Management Annals (AMA), Academy of Management Discoveries (AMD), Academy of Management Journal (AMJ), Academy of Management Learning and Education (AMLE), Academy of Management Perspectives (AMP), Academy of Management Review (AMR), Journal of Applied Psychology (JAP), Journal of Management (JOM), Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes (OBHDP), and Personnel Psychology (PPsych). We selected these particular journals for the following reasons. First, we included all six journals published by AOM given its strategic direction to “be the premier global community for management and organization scholars and for advancing the impact of management and organization science on business and society” and to “advance knowledge creation and content dissemination for greater relevance and impact on a diverse set of stakeholders and institutions” (Academy of Management, 2021a). Accordingly, research-based policy implications of articles published in AOM’s journals should be an important conduit to advance impact on business and society. Second, we included JAP, OBHDP, and PPsych as they are consistently considered to be among the most impactful and influential journals devoted specifically to OBHRM research based on their inclusion on some of the most popular journal lists (e.g., Highhouse, Zickar, & Melick, 2020). Third, to be inclusive, we also considered JOM because it publishes OBHRM research regularly and is also considered to be among the most impactful and influential general management journals (e.g., Connelly, 2021).

We used the Web of Science Core Collection to identify relevant articles from the 4,026 published in these 10 journals from January 2010 through December 2019. In Step 1, we used the following keywords: policy, policies, regulations, norms, normative, rules, guides, and guidelines. This resulted in 742 articles (out of the total of 4,026). In Step 2, we examined articles’ titles and abstracts and selected only those addressing OBHRM research. To minimize judgment calls on our part in terms of which articles addressed OBHRM versus other fields, we focused on research at the individual and team levels of analysis, which is the dominant focus in OBHRM research. This step resulted in 369 articles. In Step 3, we examined the full text of each of these 369 articles with the goal of retaining empirical studies and excluding purely conceptual works and narrative literature reviews, which resulted in 297 articles.1 Table 1 includes a summary of results after each step, and Appendix A includes a detailed description of methodological procedures involved in each of these steps (e.g., coders, coding procedures, agreement indexes).

Identification of Explicit and Indirect Policy Implications

Next, Step 4 involved identifying articles with policy implications. As we began our review, we realized that there was a need to make a distinction between explicit and indirect policies. Articles classified as including explicit policy implications are those that specifically mention policy implications

---

1 Although we excluded purely conceptual articles and narrative literature reviews, we retained all articles in AMR and AMA due to our interest in examining all journals published by the Academy of Management.
of the research described. The study by Bamberger and Belogolovsky (2010: 989) we mentioned earlier about compensation is a good illustration because it described a policy explicitly: “rather than enforcing a policy of strict pay secrecy [emphasis added], managers might consider adopting a pay administration policy of partial openness.” We identified 30 articles with explicit policy implications.

On the other hand, articles including indirect policy implications do not mention policies explicitly, but readers can derive policies from the discussion, implications, or conclusion sections. For example, Kark, Katz-Navon, and Delegach (2015: 1344) stated that “Organizations should implement training and development programs that enable managers to attain skills to enhance a promotion focus among their employees when safety initiative is warranted.” We identified 30 articles with explicit policy implications.

Of the research described. The study by Bamberger and Belogolovsky (2010: 989) we mentioned earlier about compensation is a good illustration because it described a policy explicitly: “rather than enforcing a policy of strict pay secrecy [emphasis added], managers might consider adopting a pay administration policy of partial openness.” We identified 30 articles with explicit policy implications.

On the other hand, articles including indirect policy implications do not mention policies explicitly, but readers can derive policies from the discussion, implications, or conclusion sections. For example, Kark, Katz-Navon, and Delegach (2015: 1344) stated that “Organizations should implement training and development programs that enable managers to attain skills to enhance a promotion focus among their employees when safety initiative is warranted.” So, although Kark et al. (2015) did not explicitly mention the term “policy,” there is a statement concerning governance principles to guide courses of action and behavior. Extracting indirect policies implications required a multistage coding process involving all three authors, and at the end of the process we identified 31 articles. Appendix A includes a description of the methodological procedures we implemented for identifying indirect policy implications (i.e., “Step 4: Articles Including Explicit and Indirect Policy Implications”).

### SUBSTANCE AND CONTENT OF POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF OBHRM RESEARCH: JOURNALS AND TOPICAL AREAS

#### Number of Articles Including Policy Implications across Journals

As shown in Table 1, OBHDP published the highest number of articles with policy implications \((n = 16)\). Next on the list are JAP with 13 articles, AMJ with 12, and JOM with 11. So, these four journals combined published 85% of all articles including policy implications. Then, there is a sharp drop to single digits to PPysch \((n = 4)\), followed by AMD and AMP with just two articles each. AMR published...
only one article with policy implications, while AMA and AMLE did not publish any from 2010 to 2019.

**Content of Policy Implications across OBHRM Topical Areas**

We were interested in uncovering which particular OBHRM topical areas have produced implications for policies. To address this issue, we used the 37 topical areas used by AMP to classify OBHRM manuscript submissions. When a manuscript is submitted to AMP for publication consideration, prospective authors need to designate the topics most closely aligned with their manuscript. As is the case for most journals, the editors use this information to assign reviewers with expertise in the domains addressed by the manuscript. Although there are different classifications of OBHRM topical areas (Cascio & Aguinis, 2008), we decided to use AMP’s 37-category taxonomy because it is thorough and quite comprehensive. Appendix A includes the list of the 37 OBHRM topical areas as well as a description of the methodological procedures we used to classify implications into each (i.e., “Step 5: Classification of Policy Implications into OBHRM Topical Areas”).

Table 2 shows results for the top-10 most popular areas in terms of the number of policy implications offered—those for which eight or more articles included policy implications. These are labor relations (n = 26), followed by leadership (n = 20) and training and development (n = 16). These were followed by justice and fairness (n = 13), diversity and inclusion (n = 10), interpersonal trust (n = 10), deviance and counterproductive behavior (n = 9), motivation (n = 9), citizenship behavior (n = 8), and rewards and incentives (n = 8).

To understand the specific content of policy implications, Table 2 includes examples pertaining to each of the areas. Please note that the majority of the OBHRM areas in Table 2 are interrelated empirically and conceptually and therefore are not mutually exclusive. For example, justice and fairness (area 4) is related to interpersonal trust (area 6), and rewards and incentives (area 10) (Lohaus & Habermann, 2019). As a second illustration, diversity and inclusion (area 5) is related to leadership (area 2) (Shore, Cleveland, & Sanchez, 2018). Accordingly, many of the implications are relevant for more than one area. For example, Eisenberger, Karagonlar, Stinghamber, Neves, Becker, Gonzalez-Morales, and Steiger-Mueller (2010: 1100) noted that:

> [A] supervisor’s identification with the organization might be strengthened by institutionalized organizational socialization tactics that emphasize common in-group identity and by favorable human resource management policies... favorable human resource policies should increase [the] supervisor’s desire to reciprocate through more effective supervision of employees. Thus, favorable treatment of supervisors should enhance both LMX [leader-member exchange] and SOE [supervisor’s organizational embodiment], increasing subordinates’ affective organizational commitment and performance.

This policy implication relates to several OBHRM areas, such as leadership, justice and fairness, and satisfaction and commitment.

**Illustrations of Substance and Content of Policy Implications in the Three Most Popular Topical Areas**

In addition to the illustrative policy implications included in Table 2, to further understand the substance and content of policies we conducted an in-depth examination of a selected set. Specifically, we selected three implications from each of the three most popular areas: labor relations, leadership, and training and development.

First, for each implication, similar to the analysis by Bartunek and Rynes (2010) regarding implications for practice, we examined the implications regarding (a) the importance of becoming more aware of a phenomenon, (b) the importance of learning or gaining additional knowledge in a particular area, and (c) taking action about the phenomenon. In addition, uniquely related to policy implications, for each implication we examined the (a) policy agents (e.g., human resources function, managers), (b) beneficiaries (e.g., organizations, employees), (c) immediacy of implementation (i.e., immediately implementable, implementable in the near future, implementable in the future), and (d) degree of resource intensiveness (i.e., low, medium, high).

Results summarized in Table 3 show that all policy implications address becoming more aware, and most address learning. For example, regarding awareness, Nakashima, Daniels, and Laurin (2017) noted that temporal distance affects the extent to which people perceive a new policy as feasible versus desirable and in terms of its advantages and

\[2\] Our goal was not to conduct a detailed and systematic content analysis. Rather, our examination of selected policy implications illustrates their general substance and content.
## TABLE 2
Number of Policy Implications Offered across Top 10 Most Popular OBHRM Topic Areas in Articles Published in 10 Journals Listed in Table 1 (2010–2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topical Area</th>
<th>Number of Policy Implications Offered</th>
<th>Example Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Labor relations</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>“There is a need for organizations to carefully monitor the social norms that have been established to ensure employees understand ... what is truly accepted by their organization, supervisor, and coworkers. It is important that managers understand that simply offering family-friendly benefits is not enough, particularly if employees perceive that others are not interested in utilizing the benefits. If managers want these benefits to be utilized, they need to create a work environment accepting of utilization behavior. To do so, they should monitor social norms with work groups and mitigate public disagreement when appropriate.” (Mandeville, Halbesleben, &amp; Whitman, 2016: 919)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Leadership</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>“Supervisor’s identification with the organization might be strengthened by institutionalized organizational socialization tactics that emphasize common in-group identity and by favorable human resource management policies ... favorable human resource policies should increase supervisor’s desire to reciprocate through more effective supervision of employees. Thus, favorable treatment of supervisors should enhance both LMX [leader-member exchange] and SOE [supervisor’s organizational embodiment], increasing subordinates’ affective organizational commitment and performance.” (Eisenberger et al., 2010: 1100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Training and development</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>“Training programs can be designed to provide team managers with directions on how to implement HR policies ... these programs should be regularly available to leaders to aid them in ... HR decision making ... standard procedures can be summarized in guidelines ... Providing incentives to team managers ... can complement HR-related training ... Performance appraisals in relation to people development and ensuring compliance with HR policies set by the organization can be helpful.” (Pak &amp; Kim, 2018: 2708)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Justice and fairness</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>“While the unidentifiability of the non-minority people harmed by AA [affirmative action] policies is not explicitly stated by the courts as a condition for the constitutionality of such policies, current practices ... are designed to meet the judicial standards set, for example, by the U.S. Supreme Court ... It seems, therefore, that current AA policies echo our experimental studies.” (Ritov &amp; Zamir, 2014: 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Diversity and inclusion</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>“…although Whites who are relatively high on either MR [modern racism] or CRD [collective relative deprivation] form perceptions of White disadvantage in response to race-based AAPs [affirmative action policies], they do not form these perceptions in response to race-neutral EEO [equal employment opportunity] policies. Thus, use of race-neutral language that stresses giving all individuals an equal opportunity to succeed is also likely to reduce backlash to AAPs or EEO policies, at least in organizations with policies that can be described as race-neutral. For organizations with AAPs or EEO policies that cannot be described as race-neutral, our results offer insight into additional strategies for reducing Whites’ negative reactions to race-based policies. Specifically, we build on prior work by providing evidence that perceptions of White disadvantage are a common mechanism through which MR and CRD beliefs jointly influence perceptions of policy unfairness. As such, efforts to reduce perceptions of White disadvantage are likely to be an effective strategy for preventing Whites’ negative reactions to race-based AAPs, regardless of whether those reactions are driven by MR or CRD beliefs. This could be achieved, for example, by stressing that although the organization actively seeks minority applicants from one or more racial groups, hiring and promotion decisions are based on candidates’ qualifications, not their race.” (Shteynberg, Leslie, Knight, &amp; Mayer, 2011: 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Interpersonal trust</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>“When COI [conflict of interest] disclosure is present, a critical caveat for policy makers and managers is that disclosures in a content-rich environment could end up enhancing trust in, and persuasiveness of, the advisor. This unintended consequence of COI disclosure makes recipients more susceptible to advisors’ biases and raises an ethical dilemma for managers: Encouraging COI disclosure could benefit the organization while retaining the appearance of giving relevant and important information to benefit consumers.” (Sah, Malaviya, &amp; Thompson, 2018: 144)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
disadvantages. An illustration regarding learning in the area of leadership is the policy provided by Koopman, Lanaj, and Scott (2016), who recommended that leaders who have the goal of enhancing the positive outcomes of employee organizational citizenship behavior would benefit from emphasizing learning and advancement rather than the severity of making errors and mistakes at work.

As mentioned earlier, most illustrative policy implications offer specific ways to take action. For example, regarding the general area of labor and employee relations, Mainiero and Jones (2013) concluded that policies on workplace romance should specify the types of romances that are discouraged (e.g., direct-reporting supervisor–subordinate liaisons, and specific conflicts of interest), the types of romances that are acceptable (e.g., peers in different departments with unique career paths), and what specific actions management should take if an employee violates any of the policy’s terms.

Regarding policy agents (i.e., those leading the effort to create and implement the policy), the illustrations...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topical Area and Policy Implications</th>
<th>Policy Content</th>
<th>Becoming Aware</th>
<th>Taking Action</th>
<th>Policy Agent</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Immediacy of Implementation</th>
<th>Resource Intensiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labor relations</strong></td>
<td>Policies on workplace romance should reflect the firm’s value system and general code of ethical conduct. At minimum, a policy should state...: (1) the types of romances that are discouraged (e.g., ... direct-reporting supervisor-subordinate liaisons..), (2) the types of romances that are acceptable (e.g., peers in different departments with unique career paths), and (3) the actions management will take if employees violate any of the terms of the policy.” (Mainiero &amp; Jones, 2013: 196)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Immediately</td>
<td>Low (i.e., need to implement the policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Official job descriptions and performance evaluation criteria frequently omit acting justly as a key managerial responsibility, and instead focus on technical aspects alone. Changing such elements can signal that acting justly is an effortful activity that requires time and attention, and that such investments are strategically relevant for the organization.” (Sherf, Venkataramani, &amp; Cajendran, 2019: 490)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations, human resources function</td>
<td>Organizations, managers, employees</td>
<td>In the near future</td>
<td>Medium (i.e., need to update performance management system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“There is a need for organizations to carefully monitor the social norms that have been established to ensure employees understand… what is truly accepted by their organization, supervisor, and coworkers. It is important that managers understand that simply offering family-friendly benefits is not enough, particularly if employees perceive that others are not interested in utilizing the benefits. If managers want these benefits to be utilized, they need to create a work environment accepting of utilization behavior. To do so, they should monitor social norms with work groups and mitigate public disagreement when appropriate.” (Mandeville et al., 2016: 919)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations, managers</td>
<td>Organizations, employees</td>
<td>In the near future</td>
<td>High (i.e., need to assess organizational culture and social norms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Supervisor’s identification with the organization might be strengthened by institutionalized organizational socialization tactics that</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations, human resources</td>
<td>Organizations, employees</td>
<td>In the near future</td>
<td>Low (i.e., need to update employee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
emphasize common in-group identity and by favorable human resource management policies... favorable human resource policies should increase supervisor’s desire to reciprocate through more effective supervision of employees. Thus, favorable treatment of supervisors should enhance both LMX [leader-member exchange] and SOE [supervisor’s organizational embodiment], increasing subordinates’ affective organizational commitment and performance.” (Eisenberger et al., 2010: 1100)

“[There is a need to] implement policies and procedures that prime regulatory focus in employees. For example, leaders who want to enhance the benefits of OCB [organizational citizenship behavior] may want to induce a promotion focus in their employees by emphasizing learning and advancement, and avoid inducing a prevention focus by refraining from bringing attentions to the severity of making errors and mistakes at work.” (Koopman et al., 2016: 428)

“...temporal distance influences whether people attend more to a new restrictive policy’s: (1) feasibility versus desirability, (2) cons versus pros, and (3) implications for the self vs. others... there may be other reasons why trying to implement a restrictive policy in the near future may generate resistance. For instance, introducing a new policy to be implemented in the near future leaves stakeholders with little time to adapt, which they may find procedurally unfair... there could be additional reasons why it may not be a good idea for leaders to spring a new restrictive policy on stakeholders.” (Nakashima et al., 2017: 26)

**Training and Development**

“Given the inherent difficulties in attention that are associated with ADHD [attention deficit hyperactivity disorder], entrepreneurial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topical Area and Policy Implications</th>
<th>Policy Content</th>
<th>Policy Agent</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Immediacy of Implementation</th>
<th>Resource Intensiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasize common in-group identity and by favorable human resource management policies... favorable human resource policies should increase supervisor’s desire to reciprocate through more effective supervision of employees. Thus, favorable treatment of supervisors should enhance both LMX [leader-member exchange] and SOE [supervisor’s organizational embodiment], increasing subordinates’ affective organizational commitment and performance.” (Eisenberger et al., 2010: 1100)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>All organizations, leaders</td>
<td>Organizations, employees</td>
<td>In the near future</td>
<td>Medium (i.e., need to update performance management and rewards systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[There is a need to] implement policies and procedures that prime regulatory focus in employees. For example, leaders who want to enhance the benefits of OCB [organizational citizenship behavior] may want to induce a promotion focus in their employees by emphasizing learning and advancement, and avoid inducing a prevention focus by refraining from bringing attentions to the severity of making errors and mistakes at work.” (Koopman et al., 2016: 428)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>All organizations</td>
<td>Organizations, other stakeholders</td>
<td>In the near future</td>
<td>Low (i.e., need to adapt to new policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“...temporal distance influences whether people attend more to a new restrictive policy’s: (1) feasibility versus desirability, (2) cons versus pros, and (3) implications for the self vs. others... there may be other reasons why trying to implement a restrictive policy in the near future may generate resistance. For instance, introducing a new policy to be implemented in the near future leaves stakeholders with little time to adapt, which they may find procedurally unfair... there could be additional reasons why it may not be a good idea for leaders to spring a new restrictive policy on stakeholders.” (Nakashima et al., 2017: 26)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>Organizations devoted to learning and entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Society, employees with ADHD, entrepreneurs</td>
<td>In the future</td>
<td>High (i.e., need to re-design training and development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical Area and Policy Implications</td>
<td>Policy Content</td>
<td>Becoming Aware</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Taking Action</td>
<td>Policy Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education programming should...</td>
<td>teaching (e.g., high schools, colleges and universities), federal and state governments, human resources function</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations, team leaders, human resources function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make... instruction as applied and contextually as possible... ‘traditional’ teaching methods (e.g., lectures)... are likely to be less effective... than... practical activities (e.g., project-based learning, interviews with actual entrepreneurs, etc.)... Federal and state financing initiatives to pursue entrepreneurship could be made available to individuals with ADHD... high school guidance counselors and college academic advisers... will benefit from having knowledge about what supports work best for entrepreneurs with ADHD.” (Antshel, 2018: 258)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Training programs can be designed to provide team managers with directions on how to implement HR policies... these programs should be regularly available to leaders to aid them in... HR decision making... standard procedures can be summarized in guidelines... Providing incentives to team managers... can complement HR-related training... Performance appraisals in relation to people development and ensuring compliance with HR policies set by the organization can be helpful.” (Pak &amp; Kim, 2018: 2708)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>All organizations, human resources function</td>
<td>Organizations, employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“… what is much less common are training programs with the explicit goal of improving the level of fairness perceived by the workforce... the utility of training aimed at increasing justice in the workplace might be further maximized by... training that focuses not only on the normative criteria for justice, but also accountability processes... justice training might... [be] integrated into existing ethics training programs, which... focus on key company values... resolving of ethical dilemmas via ethical principles, managing competing pressures that create ethical challenges, legal issues, and whistleblowing policies.” (Rupp, Shao, Jones, &amp; Liao, 2014: 181–182)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in Table 3 include organizations across industries but also managers and the human resources function. For example, in the area of training and development, the agents involved in leading and implementing policies about entrepreneurial education include high schools, colleges and universities, federal and state governments, and the human resources function (Antshel, 2018).

Beneficiaries of policies include mostly organizations and their employees. For example, in the labor relations area, a policy of using official job descriptions and performance evaluation criteria benefits both organizations and employees (Sherf et al., 2019), and so does offering family-friendly benefits (Mandeville et al., 2016).

Regarding the immediacy of implementation, Table 3 includes illustrations of policies that can be implemented immediately, as well as others that could be implemented in the future. For example, regarding training and development, guidelines regarding performance appraisals and the inclusion of people development objectives could be implemented in the near future—after the performance management system is updated (Pak & Kim, 2018).

Arguably, the extent to which a policy can be implemented immediately or not depends on its resource intensiveness. For example, as shown in Table 3, also in the area of training and development, training aimed at teaching employees about legal issues and whistleblowing policies can only take place after those training programs are first designed, and then implemented (Rupp et al., 2014).

DISCUSSION

In her AOM presidential address, Denise M. Rousseau (2006) asked whether “there is such a thing as evidence-based management.” We sought to answer the question of whether there is such a thing as OBHRM-based policies. Our examination of the 4,026 articles published in the past decade in 10 journals revealed that only 1.5% (i.e., 61) included OBHRM-based implications for policies. In terms of the total number of implications, this is a disappointing far cry from Nutley and Webb’s (2000) assertion that there is generally a good fit between policy-making and research through evidence-based policy-making. However, in spite of their low number, an encouraging finding about policies’ substance and content is that we uncovered the existence of a handful of policies in some OBHRM areas. Next, we describe implications for policy-makers, a dual theory–policy research agenda for the future, and the field of management.

Implications for Policy-Makers

We readily acknowledge that policies are unlikely to be fully research-based. Rather, they are likely to be research-informed. For example, Daviter (2015: 498) noted that “while political and administrative organizations are understood as epistemologically closed systems, they rarely acquire the position of uncontested arbiters of policy knowledge.” Nevertheless, illustrations in Table 3 of the substance and content of implications for policy in the three most popular areas revealed that they are not just about becoming aware of a phenomenon or learning about it, but about taking action. Previous research on implications for practice revealed that the “most common type of advice in [implications for practice] sections was to ‘be aware’ of something” (Bartunek & Rynes, 2010: 111). In contrast, our results about implications for policies are encouraging because they are implementable; they benefit organizations, leaders, and employees; most of them can be put in place in the near future; and they do not require a large amount of resources.

In addition, regarding the substance and content of policy implications, illustrations in Table 2 show that many are implementable across different types of organizations and industries. In fact, many are relevant at the governmental level—particularly the legislative and executive branches. For legislative bodies (i.e., federal, provincial or state, or local levels), OBHRM-based policy implications can serve as input for future legislation.

We emphasize the need to consider specific contexts and settings. For example, 31 of the 61 articles including policy implications were based on research conducted in the United States (the next most popular countries were China with 4, Israel with 3, and South Korea with 2). Obviously, given constrains related to geographic, cultural, and political contexts, policy implications are seldom generalizable around the world. Overall, if there is an interest in implementing them, policy-makers can select the illustrative policies included in Tables 2 and 3 based on their appropriateness and applicability for their particular situations.

As just one example of the types of policies that can be implemented, consider the topic of deviance and counterproductive behavior. The recommendation is that policies regarding organizational deviance should be clear, visible, and formalized into a
code of conduct so that employees easily and clearly recognize the serious implications of wrongdoings. Furthermore, organizations should take steps to raise awareness of how harmful, seemingly minor deviant behaviors can be for the employees. A strict implementation of such a policy, which would be rather straightforward, would reduce organizational deviance substantially. However, this type of policy clearly depends on what an organization defines as “deviant behavior,” which would differ when considering, for example, a university compared to a federal law enforcement agency.

As a second example, consider the topic of motivation. The policy implication illustration in Table 2 addresses motivation at the micro level (i.e., motivation of individual entrepreneurs), but also considers issues at the macro level. The suggestion is that if the goal is to encourage women to start high-tech firms, policy-makers should identify the backgrounds, characteristics, and motivations of potential founders that are most aligned with technological success. Simply starting more firms is unlikely to yield a high success rate (Woolley, 2019). Policies should be more targeted and analytically driven so they motivate female entrepreneurs. One example is a policy that supports academic spinouts by women by ensuring that university administrators create special programs targeting female entrepreneurs, and that this is further backed by funding opportunities or tax reliefs. For this illustrative policy, its relative applicability will depend on the degree of gender equality of a particular cultural and national context.

Our identification of actionable policies as illustrated in Table 2 is encouraging. However, our review revealed that there is substantial variation in the way the policy implication is explicated, the specific location of the implication within the published article, and how much emphasis each article gives to those implications. This lack of standardization in how researchers describe policy implications in their articles makes it difficult for policy-makers to easily and quickly identify implications. In fact, as detailed in Appendix A, the process we had to implement to extract indirect implications for policy was quite laborious. Therefore, a suggestion for policy-makers is to partner with researchers and work collaboratively to search for and find implications for policies in published research.

Finally, implications included in Table 2 and Table 3 are similarly applicable to policy-makers in large public and private organizations. In addition, however, many of the policies are relevant for smaller firms. Consider an implication in the topic of leadership. Eisenberger, Rockstuhl, Shoss, Wen, and Dulebohn (2019: 1100) suggested that

[A] supervisor’s identification with the organization might be strengthened by institutionalized organizational socialization tactics that emphasize common in-group identity … and by favorable human resource management policies. In addition to increasing the supervisor’s organizational identification, favorable human resource policies should increase the supervisor’s desire to reciprocate through more effective supervision of employees.

Implications for a Dual Theory–Policy Research Agenda

Adler and Jermier (2005: 943) noted that “our research always has public policy implications [emphasis in the original].” However, our review revealed that policy implications are underutilized and not part of OBHRM’s zeitgeist. Although we did not conduct a formal comparison, policy seems more typical of macro domains including strategy (e.g., Acs, Audretsch, Lehmann, & Licht, 2016; Blake & Moschieri, 2017; Zahra & Covin, 1993). The question is: Why? We offer three possible and complementary reasons.

First, the perceived importance of OBHRM theories does not seem to be influenced by the extent to which they have implications for policy-making. For example, Miner (2003) assessed the perceived importance of 73 classic OB theories. Study participants were 71 established scholars (i.e., past presidents of AOM and AMR) who had earned their doctoral degrees in organizational behavior (49%), industrial–organizational or social psychology (21%), or human resources or industrial relations (15%). On a scale of 1–7, the most important theories (i.e., mean score of 5.90 or higher) were goal-setting (5.97), expectancy theory (5.96), equity theory (5.93), and the theory of bureaucracy (5.90). We examined the 61 articles that included policy implications and found that none of these theories were among the most frequently used for generating those implications. Moreover, the theory of bureaucracy was not mentioned by any of the 61 articles. Goal-setting, expectancy, and equity theory were mentioned by only one article each. So, based on the opinion of established OBHRM scholars, a theory’s ability to produce policy implications does not seem to be a valuable attribute in terms of a theory’s importance.

Second, related to the point above, the typical training of doctoral students in OBHRM and related
fields does not include a consideration of policies (Tett, Walser, Brown, Simonet, & Tonidandel, 2013). Thus, it may be difficult for OBHRM researchers to design a study with implications for policy without sufficient training on what policies are and how they can be formulated and carried out.

Third, it seems that there is little motivation for OBHRM researchers to focus on policy implications given that this is not a requirement for publication in what are typically considered top journals. The pressure to publish in a selective set of prestigious journals has never been higher (Aguinis, Cummings, Ramani, & Cummings, 2020; Balkin, & Bresser, 2021; Bartunek, 2020; Rasheed & Priem, 2020). Unless journals encourage authors to address policy implications, authors will not be motivated to do so.

In terms of the future, we are not suggesting that policy implications should be part of all research. Clearly, there is room for basic research without direct and explicit policy implications. In addition, “policymakers and the public can be more certain of results from the more developed sciences” (Lodahl & Gordon, 1973: 196). Accordingly, theories in a nascent stage might not yet allow for clear policy implications. Still, we believe that the current rate of 1.5% of articles including policy implications could and should be improved—especially if OBHRM researchers have the goal of having broader societal impact and “matter” (Hambrick, 1994). Further, strengthening the theory–policy link will enhance the credibility and trustworthiness of policies and therefore make our scholarship more applicable to a broader set of stakeholders, thereby increasing its impact. We offer six suggestions about what researchers can do in this regard, and Table 4 offers a summary.

First, future research could focus on designing empirical studies with policy-making goals in mind. This can be done by adopting the design-science approach proposed by Simon (1969), who highlighted the need to anticipate how research results could be used to improve organizations and society. Thus, in designing an empirical study, researchers can engage in a thought experiment to imagine that their study is complete and how results could be used for policy-making (Aguinis & Vandenberg, 2014). For example, Lieberman, Duke, and Amir (2019) investigated how incentive framing can harness the power of social norms in organizations. They included policies as a topic of interest and policy-makers as a target audience for their research in the very beginning of their article (i.e., Abstract and Introduction).

Second, future research could convert existing exploratory and explanatory research to prescriptive and normative research. This goal can be accomplished by adopting a design-science approach by anticipating how research results could be used to improve organizations and society. Engage in a thought experiment to imagine that your study is complete and how results could be used for policy-making. Develop and advance theories to the standard stage. Use multiple sources of evidence, multiple replications, and possibly a meta-analysis that offers a quantitative synthesis of the existing empirical evidence.

Third, we can derive policies from bodies of research and theories rather than individual studies. Use multiple sources of evidence, multiple replications, and possibly a meta-analysis that offers a quantitative synthesis of the existing empirical evidence. Rely on systematic research agendas with a solid theoretic foundation rather than isolated studies. Derive policy implications from additional important topical areas including planning and succession, a key issue for family business and small business more generally, and international human resource management, clearly important regarding globalization. Derive policy implications that benefit multiple stakeholders—organizations and their employees but also additional stakeholders such as the local communities surrounding the organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Implementation Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Focus on designing empirical studies with policy-making goals in mind</td>
<td>• Adopt a design-science approach by anticipating how research results could be used to improve organizations and society. • Engage in a thought experiment to imagine that your study is complete and how results could be used for policy-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Convert existing exploratory and explanatory research to prescriptive and normative research</td>
<td>• Enhance the degree of prescriptiveness of a theory by transitioning from exploratory to preliminary, option, guideline, and standard. • Develop and advance theories to the standard stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Derive policies from bodies of research and theories rather than individual studies.</td>
<td>• Use multiple sources of evidence, multiple replications, and possibly a meta-analysis that offers a quantitative synthesis of the existing empirical evidence. • Rely on systematic research agendas with a solid theoretic foundation rather than isolated studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Integrate multiple fields and levels of analysis</td>
<td>• Engage in micro–macro collaborations with great potential in terms of producing useful theories and impactful implications for policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Focus on topical areas of great organizational and societal importance</td>
<td>• Derive policy implications from topical areas such as stress and well-being, which are timely and important across industries and types of organizations globally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Expand beneficiaries of policies</td>
<td>• Derive policy implications from additional important topical areas including planning and succession, a key issue for family business and small business more generally, and international human resource management, clearly important regarding globalization. • Derive policy implications that benefit multiple stakeholders—organizations and their employees but also additional stakeholders such as the local communities surrounding the organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by enhancing the degree of prescriptiveness of a theory. As noted by Banks, Barnes, and Jiang (2021), theories can evolve from exploratory (i.e., indirect evidence exists), preliminary (i.e., novel direct evidence), option (i.e., direct evidence from multiple sources but alternative explanations are still plausible), guideline (i.e., direct evidence from multiple sources and alternative explanations are limited), and, finally, standard (i.e., direct evidence from multiple sources and a near consensus exists regarding the inferences). Thus, a dual theory–policy research agenda involves theory developments such that existing theories can advance to the standard stage.

Third, and directly related to our previous point, future research aimed at generating implications for policy is more likely to succeed when policies are derived from bodies of research and theories rather than individual studies. For results to be credible and trustworthy, and be prescriptive-ready, there is a need for multiple sources of evidence, multiple replications, and possibly a meta-analysis that offers a quantitative synthesis of the existing empirical evidence. Thus, future research is more likely to influence policies if it is based on systematic research agendas with a solid theoretical foundation rather than isolated studies offering only anecdotal evidence.

Fourth, future research aimed at creating effective policies will benefit from integrating multiple fields and levels of analysis (Hitt, Beamish, Jackson, & Mathieu, 2007). Stated differently, micro–macro collaborations have the greatest potential in terms of producing useful theories and impactful implications for policies. For example, Bullough, Renko, and Abdelzaher (2017) argued that to stimulate entrepreneurship among women, it is necessary to create programs at the societal level that target not only the behavioral aspects of entrepreneurship but also cultural frameworks and conditions, including educating on gender equality, women’s rights, and legal and economic freedom. This example illustrates that policies aimed at behaviors of individual entrepreneurs must address issues at the macro level of analysis as well.

Fifth, regarding topical areas, we were surprised by the lack of policy implications about several of the OBHRM topical areas, such as stress and well-being, which are timely and important across industries and types of organizations globally (Gabriel & Aguinis, 2022). In addition, the vast majority of companies worldwide are family firms (De Massis, Frattini, Majocchi, & Piscitello, 2018), but our review did not identify policy implications regarding planning and succession—a key issue for family business, and for small business more generally. Similarly, despite the importance of internationalization in an increasingly connected world, our review did not yield policy implications for international human resource management. These specific topical areas seem to be good targets for future policy-based research with potential for substantial impact. Interestingly, some of the articles included in our review did not mention policy implications, but could have. For example, results reported by Zhou, Wang, Chang, Liu, Zhan, and Shi (2017) suggest that organizations could create policies that allow for flexible work schedules and permit telecommuting with the goal of improving employee task regulation. As another example, results reported by Quade, Greenbaum, and Petrenko (2017) hint at organizations’ need to create clearer policies about unethical behavior, and that such behavior will not be tolerated regardless of employees’ performance level. Thus, future research could also involve analyzing published research that did not include implications for policy making explicitly or indirectly, but nevertheless described results that could potentially be used for policy-making.

Finally, the illustrations included in Table 3 suggest that most policies are aimed at benefitting organizations and their employees. Thus, an additional fruitful direction for future research would involve understanding which policies can also benefit additional stakeholders (e.g., the local communities surrounding the organization).

Implications for the Field of Management

AOM was founded in 1936 and currently has about 20,000 members from nearly 120 nations (Academy of Management, 2021b). One of AOM’s strategic goals is to “be the premier global community for management and organization scholars and for advancing the impact of management and organization science on business and society worldwide” (Academy of Management, 2021a). This aspiration to advance the impact of management and organization science research has been mentioned repeatedly in multiple AOM presidential addresses (e.g., Adler, 2016; Bartunek, 2003; Coyle-Shapiro, 2021; Cummings, 2007; Glynn, 2019; Hambrick, 1994; Lee, 2009; McGahan, 2018; Pearce, 2004; Rousseau, 2006; Shapiro, 2017; Tsui, 2013; Van De Ven, 2002; Walsh, 2011). However, results summarized in Table 1 show that, relative to the others, AMJ is the only AOM journal that has published a significant number of articles with policy implications—although we emphasize that a total of only 16 articles from
2010 to 2019 leaves quite a bit of room for improvement. The other AOM journals published only two or no articles at all over that decade. Thus, given the paucity of articles addressing OBHRM policy implications in most AOM journals, our results uncovered a substantial challenge for a professional association whose strategic goal is to have broader impact at the societal level.

We see an important and hopeful change given that AMP recently revised its mission as “to publish papers with policy implications based on management research” (Academy of Management Perspectives, 2021). This is clearly a positive development given that we found only two AMP articles with OBHRM-based policy implications. Because of the journal’s new mission, we anticipate that AMP will lead the research-based policy landscape in the near future. In addition, we hope our definition of policies, given that a consensual definition does not seem to exist in the literature, will be useful for assessing future AMP submissions and providing developmental feedback to authors. We hope that this will be useful for authors targeting other AOM journals as well. For example, selective AMA articles, which are based on reviews, could include implications for policy. Similarly, selective AMLE articles could include implications for educational policies specifically.

Looking to the future, we offer the following additional suggestion. First, we reiterate that not all research has or should have direct implications for policy-making. For example, many studies aim at improving explanations of phenomena. Others adopt an inductive or abductive approach, which makes it difficult for results to be used in a prescriptive manner. However, journals that aspire to have an impact on policy-making could consider including an article section titled “Implications for Policy” in which those suggestions are made explicit. This section could include not only actual policies to be implemented but also suggestions about future theory–policy research that could be conducted to turn explanatory research and empirical results into recommendations for policy-making. Clearly, authors will be more motivated to address implications for policies if journals include incentives for doing so (Aguinis, Banks, Rogelberg, & Cascio, 2020).

Limitations

Our focus was on contemporary research and therefore we reviewed research published in the recent decade. We have no reason to believe that older OBHRM research devoted more attention to policy implications; nevertheless, we do not know for sure. Similarly, we do not know whether older research addressing policy implications addressed a different set of topical areas compared to what we found and illustrated in Table 2—but, again, our interest was in the contemporary interface of topical areas and policies. Third, as noted in Appendix A, we made every effort to implement systematic, transparent, and replicable methodological choices and procedures—including our choice to use AMP’s OBHRM taxonomy based on 37 topical areas. We acknowledge that using different taxonomies may result in different topical area frequencies.

CONCLUSIONS

Our overall purpose was to facilitate the achievement of the lofty goal of “[leveraging] management theory to understand contemporary behavioral, socio-economic, and technological trends, highlighting their implications for the public interest or relying on a strong evidence base of empirical findings to inform public policy” (Academy of Management Perspectives, 2021). We first provided a definition of “policy” given that such a definition seems to be absent from the literature. Then, as summarized in Table 1, we uncovered that only 1.5% of articles published between 2010 and 2019 in 10 journals included OBHRM-based implications for policies. The glass-half-full description of our results is that, as illustrated in Tables 2 and 3, some policy implications do exist in a handful of OBHRM topical areas, including labor relations, leadership, training and development, justice and fairness, and diversity and inclusion. Moreover, as illustrated in Tables 2 and 3, many of the policy implications are implementable across different types of organizations and industries and are also useful for governments. An in-depth analysis of the content of illustrative policy implications provided information on the policies’ main agents and beneficiaries, as well as their immediacy of implementation and degree of resource intensiveness—information that can be used by policy-makers to decide on the appropriateness and applicability of the various policies we identified. We also outlined recommendations and implementation guidelines for producing research with policy implications. These include designing empirical studies with policymakers’ goals in mind, converting existing exploratory and explanatory research to prescriptive and normative research, and deriving policies from bodies of research rather than individual studies, among other suggestions. Finally, an aspiration of the
management field is to have broader impact—as noted in addresses by several AOM presidents spanning decades. Clearly, in spite of the several “calls to action,” the current paucity of policy implications poses a challenge for a professional association whose strategic goal is to have broader impact at the societal level. On a more positive note, we anticipate that AMP will be able to fill this gap given its new mission to publish papers with policy implications based on management research. Policies based on research are needed today more than ever because some of the most pressing challenges in the 21st century are directly or indirectly related to management and organizations: conflict, discrimination, corruption, well-being, economic opportunity and equality, and climate change (Aguinis, 2020). We hope our article will be a catalyst for the creation and implementation of research-based policies in OBHRM and across management subfields.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING ARTICLES AND EXTRACTING POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Step 1: Articles Including Keywords Relevant to Policies

The goal of Step 1 was to identify articles that included any of the search keywords related to our definition of policies. To do so, we used the following keywords: policy, policies, regulations, norms, normative, rules, guides, or guidelines. This resulted in 742 articles out of the total of 4,026 published in the 10 journals from 2010–2019.

Step 2: Articles Focusing on OBHRM (i.e., Individual or Team Levels of Analysis)

The goal of Step 2 was to select articles that focused on OBHRM (i.e., research at the individual or team levels of analysis). To do so, we first created two randomly selected subgroups of 371 articles and the second and third coauthors independently examined the titles and abstracts of articles in one subgroup. Their task was to classify each article as (a) keep (articles that clearly focused on individuals or teams), (b) discard (articles that did not focus on individuals or teams), or (c) keep temporarily for further discussion (articles with an unclear or ambiguous focus). After each coauthor classified their 371 articles, they proceeded to classify each other’s articles. There was disagreement regarding the classification of five articles, and this was resolved through discussion between the second and third author. There were nine articles that fit into the third category (i.e., keep for further discussion), and they were classified consensually after a discussion involving all three authors. As an additional and final check, the first author examined the process and findings independently of the second and third authors, respectively. Similar to Step 2, the two coders then examined the articles initially assigned to the other. There was a discrepancy in the classification of four articles, and this was resolved through discussion. Subsequently, the first author examined the process and findings for all 369 articles, independently of the two other authors. This additional step did not lead to any changes. At the end of Step 3, we retained the 297 articles that reported empirical research. Although we excluded purely conceptual articles and narrative literature reviews, we retained all articles in Academy of Management Review and Academy of Management Annals due to our interest in examining all journals published by the Academy of Management.

Step 4: Articles Including Explicit and Indirect Policy Implications

The goal of Step 4 was to extract explicit and indirect policy implications (as defined in the main body of our article). To do so, we first created three subgroups of 99 randomly selected articles each, which we assigned to each of the three authors. Then, before the main task, we conducted a pilot test by extracting policy implications from 10 randomly selected articles. There was disagreement regarding one article, which the first author classified as having an explicit policy implication but the other two authors classified as having indirect policy implications, and we resolved this through discussion (i.e., it was classified as an indirect policy implication because it did not contain the necessary elements to fit the criteria for an explicit implication). Then, after each author completed their batch of 99 articles, we proceeded to examine the two other batches independently so we could assess agreement. Because we had conducted a pilot test that allowed for calibration, this process did not result in any discrepancies. At the end of Step 4, we had 30 articles with explicit and 31 articles with indirect policy implications.

Step 5: Classification of Policy Implications into OBHRM Topical Areas

The final step involved classifying each of the policy implications using the following 37-category taxonomy of OBHRM topics as described in the main body of our article (in alphabetical order): career development; citizenship behavior; coaching and development; conflict management; conflict styles; creativity; decision-making; deviance
and counterproductive behavior; diversity and inclusion; empowerment; impression management; international human resource management; interpersonal communication; interpersonal trust; job designs, roles, and tasks; justice or fairness; labor relations; leadership; mood and emotions; motivation; negotiation; occupations, profession, and work; perception and attribution; performance management; personality and individual differences; person–situation fit; planning and succession; retention and separation; rewards and incentives; satisfaction and commitment; selection, staffing, and recruiting; spirituality and religion; strategic human resource management; stress and well-being; training and development; turnover, absenteeism, and withdrawal; and work and family.

First, the second and third authors examined and classified policy implications in each of the 61 articles. Then, we compared their respective classifications and found a level of agreement of 95% and discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Finally, the first author examined the process and findings independently of the two coders, which did not result in any changes.